
Extraction from copulars bled by VP-ellipsis: On ellipsis and head vs. phrase movement 
 
The observation  VP-ellipsis bleeds extraction of the predicate complement to the copula 
verb in English and Hungarian, a surprising fact that we document here for the first time:  
(1) a. We need to know {how hot/what kind of thing/where} the jacuzzi will be, and {how  
  deep/what kind of thing/where} the pool will *(be). 
 b.  Én  reggel  álmos  szoktam  lenni,   pedig   fürge   akarok  *(lenni). 
  I  morning  sleepy  habit.1SG be.INF PRT  energetic want.1SG  (be.INF) 
  (lit.) ‘In the morning, I am usually sleepy, even though I want to be energetic.’  
Predicate phrases can be licitly extracted, after both finite and nonfinite forms of the copula 
in both languages. Similarly, the phrases headed by nonfinite copulas are licit targets of VP 
or predicate ellipsis in both languages as well (The jacuzzi will be hot, and the pool will, too). 
Predicative complements to non-copulars can be extracted in VP ellipsis contexts as well 
(How sick does Abby want to appear and how sick does Ben want to?). Further, specific to 
Hungarian, where predicative complements are verbal modifiers, verbal modifiers to lexical 
verbs can be extracted under VP ellipsis (Én reggel teát szoktam inni, pedig kávét kellene I 
morning tea.ACC habit.1SG drink.INF, PRT coffee.ACC need.COND "I drink tea in the morning, 
even though I should drink coffee"). It is only predicative complements to the copula in both 
languages that cannot extract when VP ellipsis takes place.  

We will show that existing syntactic accounts of ellipsis and extraction of predicates do 
not provide a ready path to understanding this unusual restriction. Neither can a semantic 
analysis be provided, as the required reconstruction step for the predicative complement (see 
Heycock 1995 that extracted XP denoting in <e,t> must reconstruct to their base position) is 
not blocked in VP-ellipsis contexts in general.   
Key insight We analyze this puzzling restriction as due to the interactions between ellipsis 
and the mechanism that licenses extraction (the intermediate successive-cyclic edge feature) 
from phrases headed by the copula. The surprising gap emerges from the lexical 
defectiveness of the copulars in English and Hungarian: be/lenni is defective and cannot host 
an edge feature unless Pred has head-moved to be. Pred-to-be head movement is needed for 
be to host the edge feature, but this movement is blocked under ellipsis for economy reasons.  
Proposal Following Bowers 1993 and den Dikken 2006, we posit that copular be selects a 
PredP complement (the presence of be itself is due to selectional restrictions of higher heads, 
such as T or v, cf. Déchaine 1993). Be differs from other predicate-taking elements though in 
that it is defective. In older terms, copulas are not proper head governors (cf. den Dikken 
1995:59f), and can only be head governors due to their relation with Pred. In more modern 
terms, eschewing the ECP for phase theory (Abels 2012), successive cyclic wh-movement is 
triggered by the lexically determined presence of ‘edge’ features, or wh-EPP, features added 
to certain heads’ lexical matrices (see Chomsky 2001, McCloskey 2002, Müller 2011). We 
attribute the unique defectiveness of be to its inability to host such an edge feature on its own: 
it can host such a feature, we claim, only in combination with Pred (building on the Edge 
Feature Condition of Müller 2011:305). This hypothesis is given in (2).   
(2)  Pred support for A′-movement hypothesis: 
  A successive-cyclic feature (•F•) can be added to be only if be incorporates Pred.    
Due to this requirement, for extraction to be possible, the Pred head must move into be via 
head movement (in this case, equivalent to Bakerian incorporation).  
(3) [vP v  [beP be  [PredP Pred  [AP how hot]  ]]] 
  



Together Pred+be is a licit object to host the intermediate successive-cyclic edge feature 
that is needed for extraction. 
 With this in place, we derive the ungrammaticality of (intermediate) extraction with 
reference to the bleeding effect of ellipsis on head movement. There is ample evidence that 
some kinds of head movement are precluded if a phrase containing the head is targeted by 
ellipsis. The best known case of this comes from the absence of verb or T movement to C in 
matrix  questions under sluicing (Lasnik 1999, Merchant 2001) (A: Abby will invite someone. 
B: Really? Who (*will)?). We claim that ellipsis blocks Pred-to-be movement in VP ellipsis 
contexts in a similar way, when beP, containing PredP, is elided. 
 Due to the blocking effect of VP ellipsis on Pred-to-be movement, extraction of the 
predicative complement is bleeded because the Pred head never moves to be, and thus be 
cannot host the •wh• needed to extract such a predicative XP. That in turn means that the 
predicative wh-phrase cannot move to the edge of beP. Further stages of the derivation, e.g 
when v is merged in (cf. 3 again), cannot any more trigger movement of the predicative 
complement, as by that time the predicative complement is already spelled out and is no 
longer accessible for syntactic operations. In contrast, sentences in (1) with be overtly spelled 
out are non-elliptical, and contain Pred-to-be movement, thus predicate extraction can 
proceed unproblematically. 
 We have to stress that unlike VP ellipsis, TP ellipsis eliminating the copula does not result 
in ungrammaticality when the predicate complement is extracted out of it, cf. (4).   
(4)   Juli  FÜRGE   szokott   lenni  ebéd   után, én pedig  ÁLMOS  szoktam   lenni. 

 Juli energetic habit.3SG be.INF lunch after I  PRT sleepy habit.1SG be.INF 
  'Juli is brisk after lunch, and I am sleepy.'  
This is due to the fact that extraction in this case takes place in one fell swoop (Fox and 
Lasnik 2003), and does not proceed via the edge of beP.  
The implementation of bleeding For the implementation of the bleeding effect of ellipsis, 
we design a formal account assuming a realizational approach to morphology (like DM). We 
claim that (a) ellipsis pre-empts the need for vocabulary insertion and (b) head movement, 
being essentially a morphological operation in the case of Pred-to-be, is not needed if no 
actual morphemes get inserted. This interaction shows the hallmarks of the effect of economy 
on derivations: ellipsis bleeds head movement because a derivation without Pred-to-be head 
movement is shorter than one with it.  
Head vs. phrasal movement  Head movement is often taken to be merely a local syntactic 
process that builds words, while at the same time affecting word order in some cases. But it is 
well known that there are cases in which head movement is required in order to license 
phrasal movement, such as extraction in German dialects being dependent on embedded V2 
(Müller 2011). We claim that the facts in (1) represent another case of such an interaction: we 
argue that extraction of a predicate XP from a copular phrase requires a local head movement 
of the Pred head into the copular root. 
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